Background

For several years, ICD has been working with one of China’s leading internet, media and entertainment companies to assist them manage and maintain their security systems primarily at their Shenzhen headquarters and Beijing sites, but also across several additional locations throughout China.

We first started working with the client in 2012 when we were chosen to carry out a security system renovation project in their Guangzhou office. While undertaking this project, our team worked closely with the client’s Administration Manager responsible for security across a number of their sites in China. It was clear that the security workload was demanding for one person and that issues were often not being resolved quickly or efficiently enough.

Challenges

The challenges surrounding the security work at the company’s sites were numerous: no dedicated security team; slow response from vendors resulting in extended periods of system or device failure; large sites (8 buildings housing 20,000 employees at their Shenzhen headquarters); outdated and often unstable systems; and a lack of security system standardization.

Our Solution

We recommended that the client take advantage of our professional services to help them maintain and oversee the security systems at their Shenzhen and Beijing sites, therefore enabling their administrative team’s resources to be used more efficiently.
efficiently elsewhere. As a result, four dedicated onsite security administrators were recruited by ICD and deployed at the client’s Shenzhen and Beijing site (three in Shenzhen, one in Beijing) to take care of security related work.

With over 2000 card readers and 2000 cameras at the Shenzhen site alone onsite, much of the work carried out by our onsite staff consists of **system maintenance** including troubleshooting work, routine preventative maintenance checks and **risk assessments**. We therefore not only assist the client solve existing issues in a timely and efficient manner, but also help find and solve potential or unknown problems at the site.

In addition, our onsite staff also assist with other security related tasks and processes such as producing and maintaining **handbooks for security regulations and procedures**; **organizing and maintaining files**; **coordinating with contractors and vendors**; and **project related coordination and commissioning**.

Moreover, our onsite staff also support the client’s security systems across their China-wide sites which are all linked to their headquarters, and our ICD team provides additional maintenance services at their Guangzhou, Xi’an and Wuhan sites.

To help the client continuously improve their security systems, we also provide **security consulting services**, assisting the client to standardize the devises and systems they employ; we advise the client about security systems to implement, check new security system designs and install and configure new devises and systems.

**The Result**

By providing our client with a dedicated and experienced onsite security team, the security systems at the client’s Shenzhen and Beijing sites are much better managed, maintained and organized. Additionally, procedures and standards have been put in place to improve and upgrade their security systems at these sites and across the country, step by step. Through the services we provide, we not only continuously help to improve the client’s current security operations, but are also assisting them to build a future proof and standardized security system which will bring more stability for years to come.